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HATA IN POLAND 

 

Krakow, Wieliczka, 

the Eagles’ Nests, Auschwitz  



The Rynek, best in evening light: town hall tower and cloth 
hall, towers of the Mariacka, S-E corner with St Adalbert’s. 



LADY CAYLEY on the RYNEK: The week’s busy itinerary began, on Sunday late evening, and ended, 
at 6pm Friday, in the central market square in Krakow – the Rynek Glowny. At the hub of the Old City 
since the establishment of this historic district into a grid system of streets in the 13th Century, it was also a 
useful place to gather the group for ‘check in’ before heading back to our nearby apartments. 
The Rynek’s size is astounding; nearly 10 acres of square, bisected by a 16th Century Cloth Hall, now used 
by market traders to sell ‘typical’ Polish products to tourists, from embroidered shirts to wooden toys and 
carved nativities, from amber jewellery to ‘Krakovia’ t-shirts. The square is dominated by the Kosciol Mar-
iacki, or Basilica of the Virgin Mary, with both a great Gothic spire and a shorter 16th Century Renaissance 
tower. 
On the hour a trumpeter from the Krakow Fire Brigade ascends to the top of the Gothic tower and plays the 
‘Krakow signal’, a broken bugle melody which is also broadcast at noon daily on Polish national radio. The 
bugle signal warned the city of the advancing Mongol invaders in 1241, and was ‘broken’ when a Tartar 
archer shot the unfortunate bugler threw the throat. During our visit, the fireman got a cheer and waves 
from the crowd in the sunshine below, which increased in volume as the evening went on! 
We explored the basilica, with its lavish interiors, including works by Veit Stoss and Polish nationalist art-
ist, Jan Matejko, whose house (now a museum) is on Florianska, minutes from the Rynek. 
  

The Rynek provided a glorious array of buildings in muted shades of pink, green, yellow and orange, on 
which to test our recognition and understanding of different architectural styles. Nearby Maly Rynek was 
quirkier, more intimate, with Polish street food and wooden benches and a lively craft market, replacing the 
sun-shaded cafes and upmarket menus of the main squares. The presence of street theatre, commemorating 
Lajkonik, the wooly-bearded Tartar on his wooden hobby-horse, or celebrating Polish folk-music with the 
oldest boy-band in the world with accordions and violins, was an unexpected treat in what must be one of 
the most beautiful and civilised of European city centres. 
 

LUKE CAVE at the RYNEK: The Rynek square is a sight I will never forget. I will always remember the 
glowing lights during the night time and the lively Polish atmosphere. Even though the food was questiona-
ble at times, I really enjoyed the Polish sausage and pork chops! Krakow is a stunning city with a wide 
range of cultures and fascinating history. I hope I get an opportunity to return soon. 

SUNDAY 23rd June:  

We arrived in the late evening, checked in to our guest house 
(which was in a civilised 19th century area just west of the old 
city), and walked to the Rynek Glowny, the great market place 
in the middle of the old city. The square, with its super architec-
ture and beautiful architecture, was the most popular thing all 
trip, and we returned here again and again. There were de-
lightful cafes, excellent buskers, the hourly trumpet call from 
the Mariacka tower, and some terrific festival processions, 
dances and plays.  



In the Jewish quarter of Kasimierz, Krakow’s ‘other’ old city: (clockwise from top left) - Inside the 16th century Old Synagogue, 
recent Jewish mural nearby, splendid bookshop devoted to Jewish literature, history, art and music, Schindler’s factory across 
the river—here the WWII German industrialist managed to protect his Jewish workforce, most of which survived the war. 



SOPHIE SMITH on KASIMIERZ and JEWISH KRAKOW: One aspect of our trip to Krakow which I 
found particularly interesting was the tour we had around the Jewish quarter of the city, Kasimierz. Having 
previously known very little about the Jewish religion, learning about their different beliefs and traditions 
was fascinating – how there must be at least 10 adult men in the synagogue for prayer to take place, and so 
boys were taught how to read the Torah at an early age; how the synagogue is not considered to be the 
house of God as it is in Christianity, but just a safe place to worship; how there is an ‘eternal light’ in every 
synagogue which burns constantly to show that the Torah is present. We learnt about how it is traditional to 
lay small stones on the tombs of loved ones, instead of flowers, to remember the earliest graves used in the 
desert to mark the place of the deceased, which passers-by would respect by adding more stones, showing 
that they had not been forgotten. For Jews, the Sabbath occurs on Saturday, and begins as the sun sets on 
Friday evening. During this time, they believe that they cannot change the world in any way – for example, 
they cannot light a fire or turn on a light, as this would use up resources. They sometimes had Christian 
servants who would do these things for them during the Sabbath. 
We visited three synagogues, including the Remuh synagogue, where the grave of the Rabbi Remuh lies 
(who was a great author and scholar, and is a figure of great significance in the Jewish religion). People 
write prayers on small scraps of paper and stuff them into crevasses in the tombstone. During WWII, the 
Nazis destroyed the cemetery, using it as a rubbish dump – however the grave of the Rabbi Remuh sur-
vived, and the Jews see this as a sign of his great power and holiness. The synagogue, originally dating 
from the 16th century, is considered a religious treasure and place of pilgrimage for many. 
I found this tour extremely interesting, and in a time of increasing discrimination and antisemitism, I be-
lieve that it is so important for us all to know and respect the different beliefs of other communities, and to 
embrace and accept our differences. After visiting Auschwitz later on in the week, I felt this even more 
strongly – the unimaginable, shocking brutality of the Nazis was built on complete ignorance. Understand-
ing and knowledge about different cultures and religions is so crucial today, so that we can prevent some-
thing as awful as this from ever happening again. 

MONDAY 24th June:  

First thing: we walked the mile-and-a-half from the hotel to the Jewish quarter in Kasimierz, the old city founded by Kasimir 
the Great just to the south of Krakow. On the way we visited Grodszka, a grand street with fine churches (including St Andrew, 
which we entered (Romanesque outside and Rococo inside)), Stradomska, which links Krakow and Kasimirmierz, and the huge 
Gothic Corpus Christi church in the Christian part of Kasimierz. Jewish Kasimierz is now a fun bohemian quarter with plenty of 
raffish corners, decaying yards and enticing shops and cafes; but a melancholy hangs over it because of the fate of the Jewish 
community (once 68,000, now 1000). Nevertheless, there’s a lot of emphasis on Jewish culture, with several synagogues open 
to the public, kosher restaurants and hotels, wonderful bookshops, and thrilling buskers playing old Jewish music. We had a 
guided tour here; and then crossed the river to see the streets of the area turned into the ghetto in 1941.  



On Tuesday we made a preliminary study of different architectural styles: here are Gothic and Baroque/Rococo… top left: St Cathe-
rine’s cloister door, top right: pulpit in Corpus Christi, bottom left: Baroque church of St John; bottom right Gothic church of Holy Cross. 



HENRY MACPHERSON-PETERMANN on the GENERAL EXPERIENCE OF EXPLORING 
KRAKOW: Having embarked on the long walks and sight-filled itinerary that characterised the HATA 
trip to Krakow, my initial expectations on what we were going to do were exceeded. I hadn’t expected such 
great tours in such fine detail in the short time available and the opportunity to learn so much of what was 
previously completely foreign to me. Looking back now to what we did, I learnt so much; from varying 
forms of architecture spanning from the 12th all the way to the 20th century, to Polish royal dynasties 
(which were more than a mouthful to say, especially the Jagiellonian). The HATA trip was a complete suc-
cess and such a nice way to finish the exam frenzy.  
Having spent hours every day discussing the architectural features around Krakow, I am very confident in 
my ability to be able to walk down a street and name the various architectural styles littered across every 
city. 
I strongly believe that the cultural aspects of the trip were not only beneficial in giving me an insight to the 
lives of Polish people but also in broadening my awareness of the persecution of minorities historically and 
(worse still) even today.  
I feel that the organisation was paramount in finding that balance between the overwhelming and sensitive 
nature of the visits and fun down-time. The contrast in visits to beautiful castles in fine countryside with 
Nazi labour camps allowed us vividly to understand Polish history and the influence it has had on its cul-
ture today.  
Visiting the darker sites that we did holds great value in being able truly to comprehend the atrocities that 
man is capable of. Being told about what happened in Auschwitz and Birkenau doesn’t quite hit home in 
the way that it did when we walked where the hundreds of thousands of innocent victims themselves had 
been; it was a very significant realisation for me. Events at Auschwitz and Birkenau have not only shaped 
Polish history but that of the world in general.  
 

GEORGIA CARSS on the GENERAL EXPERIENCE etc. 
The Krakow trip was a unique experience which benefited us all. Studying the different styles of architec-
ture from the different periods turned out to be very compelling. My favourite part was the Rynek and the 
Mariacka church on its corner. Also, of course, the day at Auschwitz was very emotional and moving and 
we all got so much out of it. The evening walks and ghost stories were very exciting and thrilling and were 
also one of the highlights of my trip. The salt mine was also interesting; however, it was very easy to get 
lost, which I did. The trip was an amazing experience that everyone valued. 
 

BENEDICT EISENHARDT on POLISH HISTORY: I believe that Kraków was a sight to behold, 
not only did we see interesting places every day, some of which one would never have guessed would ex-
ist, but we also learned about Polish history in detail, including the country’s grim experience in World 
War Two. This was a truly eye-opening experience for all of us who had not previously visited and reflect-
ed on what was the arguably most Nazi-dominated region of occupied Europe. So the sights which we had 
the good fortune of visiting originated from a vast and contrasting array of different situations that Poland 
had experienced, from the brightest part of Polish history, ‘the Golden Age’ of Kasimir the Great and the 
later Jagiellonians, all the way to the darkest parts of Poland’s misfortune during the Second World War 
when it suffered colossal losses. Around six million Polish citizens perished during World War II, this was 
approximately one fifth of the pre-War population. What I found especially compelling was that most of 
those Polish casualties were civilian victims of the war crimes during the occupation, killed not only by 
Nazi Germany but also by the Soviet Union. Every evening, we were given a few hours of free time where 
we were allowed to wander independently around the old city. Finally, I would like to thank Mr Moule and 
Lady Cayley for taking us on this trip. This is because they did an excellent job at balancing education with 
fun.  I would recommend this trip to anyone wanting to take history further or just simply interested in 
history and the arts.                   
 

ALEXANDER OLVER on KRAKOW ARCHITECTURE: Whilst in Krakow we looked at the various 
great buildings all around the city: ranging from Gothic structures that were constructed during the 13th 
century and were most prominent during the reign of Kasimir the Great to renaissance architecture during 
the 16th century inspired by Italy. Then eventually Art Deco style buildings, related to places such as New 
York. This thoroughly interested me as—through buildings—we were able to obtain an insight into the his-
tory of Krakow and the changes it went through during different ruling dynasties of Poland. 



HONOR MILLS on the MARIACKA: We visited a plethora of churches while touring the city of Kraków, 
ranging from the Romanesque to the late Baroque and Rococo; and we didn’t have to venture far from the Rynek 
Glówny, the main market square of Kraków, to witness one of the most spectacular churches of Europe.  
 

The Bazylika Mariacka, St Mary’s Basilica, situated on one of the corners of the great square, was the highlight 
of my trip. Originally built in the late 13th century and having undergone a great deal of construction in the 
meantime, the church has a plain Gothic exterior and an interior coated in neo-medieval painting by the great 
Polish romantic artist Matejko. Immediately, on entering, I noticed the extent to which it was decorated. Unlike 
other Krakow churches, many of which have sections of painted ceilings, frescos or murals, both the walls and 
the ceiling of every section of St Mary’s Basilica were completely painted. The paintings consisted of patterns 
and biblical figures and events. What was unusual about these paintings was not only the multitude of them but 
the beautiful and bold colours used, the various shades of blue in particular. Having personally never been a fan 
of mixed marble, common in the more typical Baroque churches of central Europe, the decorative nature of St 
Mary’s Basilica, deriving from the paintings themselves, was a refreshing and magnificent change from the 
norm. The vivid shades of red, orange and blue, complementing the gold of the choir and chancel, felt almost 
Mediterranean and gave the church an aura of warmth and welcome rarely found in churches of such grandeur.  
 

Most evenings of the trip were spent in the Rynek Glówny: the temperature cooled and the square was less 
packed than earlier in the day, and St Mary’s Basilica could be viewed from restaurants lining the edge of the 
square where we frequently ate. Most notably, every hour, a trumpeter played half a tune in commemoration of 
the sack of Kraków in the first Mongol invasion of Poland, 1241, during which the trumpeter who alerted the 
population of the attack was killed mid tune. This ancient tradition sums up both the nature of the city; and the 
nature of our trip was such that we delved into every aspect of the deep history of Kraków and its intricacies.  

MONDAY continued: After a long break, we met at the Rynek and visited one of Krakow’s greatest monuments, the Mariacka church. 
After this there was a general history seminar, a long supper break, and then a ghost story involving Luke Cave stuck in a tower. 



Above: carvings in the Mari-
acka by the 15th century Nu-
remberg sculptor Veit Stoss. 
Below left:  

Mariacka, below right: Corpus    
 Christi. 



EXPLORING OLD KRAKOW:  

Top left: the Barbican; top right: 
ghost story outside Wawel Castle; 
bottom left: Kanonicza, the most 
beautiful street; bottom right: Flori-
anska, leading to the north gate. 



THE POINTS 

Points were awarded for demonstrations of knowledge (when tested), spontaneous kindness and helpfulness, keenness on 
extra excursions. The maximum number of points awarded at one moment is 3, and this was awarded to any pupil who could 
name the three principal Polish romantics in one go (Matejko, Chopin, Mickiewicz). 

Points were subtracted for Tomfoolery, Malice, Yobbery, Sniggering, Forgetfulness, Lassitude, Contradictory Behaviour, Late-
ness, Lack of Booklet-Carrying, Interruptions; the record number of minus points in one go was 10 (for dodging the Chopin con-
cert and locking roommate out in the middle of the night), followed by 3. In the event of a pupil murdering somebody, they’d 
get minus 20. But this didn’t happen, so far as I know. 

The winners of the points were: 

Benedict Eisenhardt—101 

Georgia Carss—100 

Sophie Smith—99 

The lowest score was 1. 

 

STYLES 

The architectural and artistic styles we learnt about were 

Romanesque—St Andrew, early 13th C 

Gothic—Mariacka, Corpus Christi, Holy Cross, Cathedral,  Jagiellonian university college, 13th-15th C 

Renaissance—Cloth Hall, Sygmunt chapel in cathedral, palace in the Wawel, Old Synagogue, 16th C 

Baroque—inside St Andrew’s, inside Corpus Christi 

Neo-classical— standard apartment block buildings across Krakow 

Art nouveau (Exhibition Halls), art deco, modern (National Museum) 

 

DYNASTIES 

The dynasties we learnt about were 

The Piast (10th-14th C), including Boleslaw the Valiant and Kasimir the Great 

The Jagiellonian (14th-17th C), including Sygmunt the Old 

The Waza (17th C) 

The Wettin (18th C) 

 

MAJOR HISTORICAL AND ARTISTIC FIGURES TO WHOM WE KEPT REFERRING 

Boleslaw the Forgotten, Kasimir the Great, Veit Stoss (Mariacki retable), Leonardo da Vinci (Lady with an Ermine), Sygmunt the 
Old, Jan Sobieski, Augustus the Strong, Frederic Chopin, Jan Matejko, Adam Mickiewicz, Hans Frank, Rudolf Hoss, Amon Goeth  

 

IN THE CHOPIN CONCERT 

We heard Four Ballades, Three Mazurkas, a Nocturne and a Waltz. 

 





 TUESDAY 25th June: 

It was very hot. The whole day was spent in the countryside 
north-west of Krakow, following a high limestone plateau which, 
in the 14th century, formed the border between Piast Poland and 
its aggressive neighbour Bohemia. Indeed, Kasimir the Great of 
Poland had more than a match in Charles IV, the Holy Roman 
Emperor who ruled in Prague. Kasimir built fifty-four castles, and 
his barons built many more, and they stud the landscape, which 
has forests, gorges, and striking outcrops of rock. The route we 
followed is called the Route of the Eagles’ Nests, and not many 
foreign tourists bother. But it was great. 

First we visited Ozcow, a very ruined castle in a peaceful and 
placid gorge (bottom left). We walked along the outside of Pias-
kowa, Skala (opposite below). Then to Rabsztyn (being rebuilt), 
where we gazed on the forest and listened to dramatic bits of 
Chopin. Then to Ogrodzieniec, the highest and most impressive 
(opposite page, top), which has a very precipitous one-way tour-
ist route passing bits built by the Boner family, including the 
‘Hen’s Foot’. Henry and Benedict were delighted to discover a 
1957 Soviet tank nearby. Last was Bobolice, a fairy-tale castle 
(front and back cover), rebuilt in the last few years. Henry and Ali 
liked the local weaponry. 

We were interested in how these castles seemed ‘fair game’ for 
rebuilding in very recent times. Such things are hard to imagine in 
England, though some rebuilding happens in Scotland where 
there are innumerable unloved old towers. 



 

Wednesday 26th June: 

This day was the hottest June day recorded in Po-
land. But it was bearable heat, and had lovely light. 
The focus was on Krakow’s great castle, the 
Wawel, the chief royal sight of Poland (Hampton 
Court, the Tower of London, and Westminster 
rolled into one). The cathedral (left) is inside the 
castle, and is jammed with the tombs of Poland’s 
great and good, including not only Kasimir the 
Great, Sygmunt the Old and Jan Sobieski, but also 
Chopin and Matejko. We visited this first, then 
went to the Oriental Museum to see war banners, 
carpets, weapons and tent walls captured from the 
Turks in 1683 by King Jan Sobieski. Sobieski’s victo-
ry was one of Poland’s most dramatic: he drove 
the Turks away from Vienna and therefore has a 
reputation as a ‘saviour’ of Christian Europe. 

We didn’t visit the rest of the inside of the castle, 
and instead toured the terraces of the fine renais-
sance garden outside: a delightful place with views 
over the domes, towers and mansions of the old 
city. Then we climbed a high 15th century brick 
tower (there were only rather disappointing 
views), and settled down to a long break, with sau-
sages, ice creams, and other fine local delicacies. 
(Mr Moule endured mild hunger in order to see a 
series of about 90 renaissance state rooms, some 
of which had wonderful doorways and brilliant 
17th century tapestries showing Noah’s ark). 

 



These pictures all show the castle and cathedral: top 
left is Sygmunt the Old’s great renaissance palace 
(designed by Italians, though with charming Polish 
Gothic doors); top right is the cathedral, a glorious 
hotch-potch of styles; bottom right is the garden 
outside the palace (again, a great muddle of styles). 

 

In the late afternoon we met again for a walk north 
of the Rynek up Florianska, to the church of the Holy 
Cross (with a 14th century vault perhaps influenced 
by English architecture of the late 13th and early 
14th century), to the 15th century barbican with its 
ferocious early gun ports, and to the Art Nouveau 
and Art Deco architecture in the north-west part of 
the Old Town. The walk finished at the old court of 
the Jagiellonian University, where we saw the pro-
cession of statues of academic statues, fairly recently 
installed, with evocative renaissance music. 

 

In the evening we were cooped up in one of the 
world’s hottest rooms to hear a good strong recital 
of Chopin. The programme wasn’t very balanced: it 
was all sad stuff, nothing cheerful or cheesy. It set us 
up well for a little seminar in the Rynek in prepara-
tion for our coming visit to Auschwitz. 



Krakow’s Holocaust: middle—a lovely square in Jewish Krakow: 
Jews were deported gradually from this area from 1939, and 
finally evicted to a ghetto across the river (its terrifying 
‘Deporation Square’ is above) in 1941. From there they were 
taken to Krakow’s own concentration camp Plaszow, or 
straight to the death camp at Belzec (where most Plaszow in-
mates also ended up). The cemetery of the Remuh synagogue 
(below) survived since it was used as a rubbish dump and 
therefore buried. 



Thursday 27th June: 

We set off early for Auschwitz, where we had a 6 hour study tour, with a really excellent guide, 
who could speak in hushed tones since we all wore headphones. Like most visitors we saw Ausch-
witz I, the ‘main camp’, first (this was the original concentration camp, with about 15000 prison-
ers), and then went to Birkenau, the far larger camp (100,000 prisoners) built from 1941, where 
most of the mass killing occurred (in four gas chambers: it’s one of what many call the ‘Death Fac-
tories’, devoted to mass extermination, of which there were six, all in Poland). Above is Luke Cave 
looking for Anne Frank’s name in the newish ’Book of Names’, a very impressive book with 4.2 
million names of Jews murdered in the Holocaust. 

Below left is a washroom at Auschwitz I, with German illustrations instructing prisoners (who 
were, in this place, mostly Polish professionals, intellectuals and farmers) how to wash… below 
right is the famous gate.  



In Birkenau (‘birch tree’ place): nowadays it doesn’t approximate at all to its wartime nature: it was quiet, green, sunny and 
serene when we went—ie more or less the opposite of how it was. Yet it’s profoundly affecting for all. We saw and heard 
visitors from many countries here—notably Israelis, who brandished Israeli flags and sang Jewish songs (Lady Cayley heard 
them, though the rest of us were elsewhere in the camp). 

Inside the death 
block of the women’s 
camp at Birkenau. 

Birkenau’s famous 
gate. 

The perimeter 
fence of Auschwitz 
I. 



The railway track, the ramp where the 
‘selections’ took place, and (in the trees 
ahead) the site of two of the gas cham-
bers, where most of the new arrivals 
were sent. 

One of Birkenau’s four gas chambers, 
destroyed by the SS near the end of the 
war: but its plan is very evident and if 
one is a little informed it is easy to con-
struct the well-documented systematic 
process in one’s mind. In this photo we 
look straight across at the gas chamber 
itself: the undressing room was on the 
right, the crematorium on the left. 

Our group (amid a few others) in the 
heat at Birkenau. All the pupils said that 
this Birkenau visit was the most reward-
ing part of the trip. In the evening we 
had a further seminar over supper. 





Our last evening in Krakow was rather 
varied. After the Auschwitz visit and the 
Serious Seminar which followed, we saw 
a city in festival mode, with a celebration 
of its folk hero the Lajkonik, who is 
dressed as a Mongol and rides a hobby 
horse. There was a big procession and 
some striking if inelegant dancing 
(opposite top). The crowd of nearby chil-
dren hurled coloured balls at the dancers 
and was showered with sweets in re-
sponse. In fact, there were a lot of fun 
folksy things going on in Krakow, includ-
ing performances by lively bands like 
that shown on the opposite page 
(below). 

Later on, we assembled in the dark 
‘Planty’ park just outside the old city for 
our last ghost story, which concerned 
Georgia’s recurring nightmares and fear 
of cats. 

Friday 28th June: 

In the morning we were driven outside 
Krakow to the Wieliczka salt mine, one of 
Poland’s main tourist attractions. It’s 
remarkable indeed, with 152 miles of 
shafts (we saw about two miles, in the 
company of hundreds of other people, 
all of whom wore headphones. We lost 
three pupils for a bit, slightly under 50% 
of our group). 

The oldest parts of the mine date from 
the 13th century, and there are many 
17th and 18th century passages and 
chambers. Its most remarkable features 
are the carved chapels, mostly 19th cen-
tury, though one dates back to the 17th 
century.  

There’s a pretty town on top, with little 
castles for guarding the mine. 

Lady Cayley in an underground bar with 
a weird salt tree. 



Chapel of St Kinga, above—
everything made of salt; note the 
chandeliers in particular! 



Kanonicza (above) 

Grodszka churches (below) 




